X Series

Storage

Strategically dedicating limited
resources to help employees do their
best work is key for organizational
success. Flexible storage solutions
improve workplace culture, design, and
efficiency, while supporting the diverse
and dynamic ways people work.

The extensive X Series® family of products is
designed to provide organizations with a complete,
integrated storage solution throughout the entire work
environment. The vast offering opens up countless
possibilities for keeping materials organized and
secure, optimizing space design, and supporting
people and their varied workstyles.

Optimizing Square Footage
X Series storage saves inches for cost-efficient planning.
Pedestals, space-saving workstation lockers, and personal
storage towers are ideal for individual needs. For group
and higher-density storage needs, lateral files, lockers, and
cubbies consolidate resources and materials. Storage islands
provide meeting spaces. Recycling stations efficiently manage
recycling and waste items.

A Complete Office Solution
With so many choices, X Series lets designers
fine-tune the right solutions for open plans, social
spaces, private offices, team areas—wherever
secure storage is needed. As needs change in the
future, X Series adapts. Lateral file drawer inserts
add capability. Durable steel-core construction
ensures long life.

A Home Base for Mobile Workers
For people without a permanent workspace,
X Series lockers and cubbies provide versatile
storage. Lockers can be personalized with a
variety of interior accessories. Storage islands
can be a touchdown space. Reprogrammable
digital locks give security. Optional 120V and
USB power modules recharge devices.

Design Choices
X Series offers mixed surface options such
as painted steel, high-pressure laminate, or
premium veneer fronts and tops, providing design
flexibility and price scalability. X Series storage is
designed to complement X Series casegoods and
many other products in the Haworth portfolio for
a consistent workplace aesthetic.

Aligning People and Space for
Optimal Performance
Your people, organization, and facilities are at
the center of everything we do. We help create
spaces that solve for your business needs—
resulting in effective people and efficient use of
real estate.
To learn more, visit haworth.com/xseries.
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